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Abstract: The relevance of the dysregulation of snoRNAs in human cancer has been widely investigated and has
challenged the view that snoRNAs merely function as house-keeping genes for the posttranscriptional modification
of rRNAs. Accumulating evidence has shown the intimate connection between snoRNAs and proliferation, apoptosis, invasion and migration of tumor cells via manual intervention patterns of snoRNA expression. In this review,
we focused on how snoRNAs are dysregulated and its regulation of the formation and development of cancer. We
summarized the non-classical functions of snoRNAs in the context of their regulations of the signaling pathways involving PI3K-AKT and K-Ras and p53-dependant manner. Under these novel functions and characteristics, snoRNAs
can act as potential and feasible biomarkers for diagnosis. Simultaneously, these promising therapeutic strategies
should be considered to counteract the perturbations of snoRNAs.
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Introduction
Small nucleolar RNAs (snoRNAs), encoded in
the intron of the host gene, are widely distributed in the nucleolus of eukaryotic cells. They
are medium-size non-coding RNAs whose
length ranges from 60-300 nucleotides (nt) [1].
Most snoRNAs are transcribed by host genes in
the nucleus. Following splicing, debranching
and trimming of primary transcripts containing
the pre-mRNAs of introns, the mature snoRNAs
are transported to the nucleolus [1-4]. Classical
snoRNAs are responsible for guiding specific
chemical modifications and processing ribosomal RNA (rRNA) [5, 6]. They can be divided
into two main categories based on their unique
structural elements, which are conservative:
box C/D snoRNAs (SNORDs) and box H/ACA
snoRNAs (SNORAs) [7]. These two types of
RNAs may have an effect based on their specific sequence, as well as their secondary structure (Figure 1). Simultaneously, their effectors
and chemical modifications that they catalyzed
were also indispensable in the biosynthesis of
rRNAs [8].

Typical Box C/D snoRNAs are characteristic of
the 2’-O-methylation of rRNAs. They consist of
two conserved motifs that are treated as recognized sequences: box C contains (RUGAUGA)
and box D contains (CUGA) at 5’-termini and
3’-termini, respectively [9]. It also contains a
functional structure named as a ‘K-turn’, which
is formed by the non-regular base pairing (G-A)
shown in boxes C and D, which are folded to
form the short stem structure [3, 6]. The K-turn
serves as a framework and provides the possibility of combining core proteins, in order to
assemble small nucleolar ribonucleoproteins
(snoRNPs) [2, 10]. The combination of core proteins on snoRNAs is likely to protect mature
snoRNAs from exonucleolytic trimming [11].
Furthermore, the boxes C/D may contain similar C’ and D’ boxes. These two boxes are similar
to their parental C/D in terms of sequence formation [9]. The 2’-O-methylation of the residues
of targeted RNAs occurs when the targeted
RNAs combine with the guided regions. The
guided regions have been explored upstream
from boxes D and/or D’, leading the strict complementarity of the featured fragment of the
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Figure 1. A. Box C/D snoRNAs contain two conserved elements: boxes C (RUGAUGA) and D (CUGA) located at the
5’- and 3’-termini, respectively. Usually, box C/D snoRNAs also have an additional copy of internally resided C’ or
D’ boxes. A complex of box C/D snoRNA with nucleolar proteins Snu13p (15.5 kDa), fibrillarin (FBL), Nop58 and
Nop56 catalyzes site-specific 2’-O-methylation of the nucleotide in targets including rRNA, tRNA, snRNA. B. Box H/
ACA snoRNAs have “hairpin-hinge-hairpin-tail” structure with boxes H (ANANNA) and ACA located within the single
stranded (hinge) and 3’-termini (tail) regions, respectively. Box H/ACA snoRNPs contain Nap57, Cbf5p (dyskerin)
and GAR1, thereby catalyzing site-specific isomerization of uridine (U) to pseudo uridine (Ψ) in target RNA.

targeted RNAs. Experiments have unmasked
that the residues correspond to the fifth nucleotide upstream from boxes D’ or D [10, 12].
There is another type of modification that
results from snoRNAs, which is named as
‘pseudouridylation’. The pseudouridylation of
rRNAs takes place in the common secondary
structure with its signature being the “hairpinhinge-hairpin-tail” that exists in the boxes H/
ACA of snoRNAs [7, 9]. Considering this unique
structure, the boxes H (ANANNA) are located in
the hinge areas formed by single chains, and
boxes ACA (ACA) are found three nucleotides
upstream from the 3’ termini [13, 14]. When
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the target RNA passes through the interior
pocket of the central section of one or every
hairpin, the progression of pseudouridylation is
characterized by the modification of a uridine
residue by the complementary base pairing of
the targeted RNA and guided regions [3, 6]. The
guided regions of boxes H and ACA have been
explored in pseudouridylation pockets of hairpins [7]. The isomerization of uridine residue in
the target RNA, corresponds to the location of
14-16 nt upstream of the H boxes or the ACA
boxes [3, 15].
These two specific modifications and their correct locations are crucial for the processes of
Am J Cancer Res 2019;9(8):1504-1516
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rRNAs. Either a defect in methylation and pseudouridylation or the modifications of other sites
can result in intense interference of rRNA processing, leading to a negative effect on cell
growth [16]. For instance, it has been confirmed
that the pseudouridylated residues are located
in the stem loop junction that stabilizes the
hairpin structure of RNAs, whereas in the single-stranded loop region, they destabilize the
same structure [17, 18].
The assembly of snoRNPs is characterized by
the combination of snoRNAs and core proteins.
Recent studies have shown the significant
value of the core proteins. They have reinforced
the conservation of mature snoRNA ends, and
to some extent, shown a positive correlation
with the expression level of snoRNAs [6]. Notably, the levels of some core proteins are associated with the regulation of genes and proteins. We can distinguish snoRNPs in terms of
their unique proteins and assembly methods.
The assembly of boxes C/D snoRNPs contains
the following proteins: Snu13p (15.5 kDa), fibrillarin (FBL), Nop58 and Nop56 [19, 20]. It is initiated by the bonding of the k-turn and Snu13p
to form the secondary structure, and then, this
motif attracts other core proteins involving FBL
and Nop58, thereby accomplishing the assembly [21, 22]. Fibrillarin is characterized as the
specific structure that is same as S-adenosylmethionine (SAM)-dependent methyltransferase, and it is thus suggested that 2’-O- ribose
methylation enzymes work in coordination with
boxes C and D snoRNAs [5]. On the contrary,
the assembly of boxes H/ACA snoRNPs combines with core proteins related to Nap57,
Cbf5p (dyskerin) and GAR1 [23, 24]. The
snoRNPs may function in the splicing of premRNAs, thereby raising the stability of mRNA
transcription though extensive crosslinking
between snoRNPs and mRNAs [25].
Previous studies have indicated that snoRNAs
that are exclusively regarded as house-keeping
genes, regulate the biogenesis of rRNA. However, this assumption has been challenged in
recent years. SnoRNAs might have an effect on
the regulation of proliferation and apoptosis of
tumor cells, through signaling pathways and
cell cycles (Summarized in Table 1). For instance, the over-expression of snoRA42 enhances the proliferation, migration, invasion,
anoikis resistance and oncogenicity of cells in
colorectal cancer (CRC) [26, 27]. The increased
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expression of snoRD126 contributes to reinforce the level of fibroblast growth factor receptor 2 (FGFR2), to activate the PI3k-AKT pathway, where it facilitates hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) and CRC cell growth [28]. SnoRD76
functions as a tumor inhibitor in glioblastoma
(GBM), whereas its elevated expression induces a block on the S phase of the cell cycle,
which is associated with the elevated expression of Rb and represses the proliferation and
growth of cells [29]. Therefore, investigation of
the mechanism leading to the dysregulation of
snoRNAs is significant for carcinogenesis.
Dysregulation of snoRNAs in tumor cells
The amplification and inhibition of genes may
result in a dramatic transformation of genetical
characteristic through the promotion of carcinogenesis. Therefore, identifying the mechanisms of those genes whose expression are
increased or decreased would be conducive to
discover how tumors form and develop. Interestingly, the dysregulated expression of snoRNAs appears to be unique, suggesting that
these dysregulations are closely related to the
occurrence of cancer.
Possible explanations of what leads to snoRNA
over-expression can be divided into two main
manners: increased transcription and decreased consumption. A significant example is growth arrest-specific transcript 5 (GAS5), which is
regulated by the expression of p53 in CRC
associated snoRNAs [30]. GAS5, located at
1q25, is a non-protein coding lncRNA encoded
by the GAS5 gene and hosts several snoRNA
sequences including snoRD81, snoRD47, snoRD80, snoRD79, snoRD78, snoRD44, snoRD77,
snoRD76, snoRD75 and snoRD74 [31, 32].
These snoRNAs along with GAS5 are frequently
transcribed simultaneously, and thus the level
of snoRNAs have a positive correlation with
GAS5. Previous studies have supported the
assumption that GAS5 and derived snoRNAs
are downregulated in breast cancer [33, 34],
head and neck squamous cell carcinoma [33]
and glioblastoma multiforme [35], whereas the
overexpression of snoRD44, snoRD76 and
snoRD78 has been demonstrated in non-small
cell lung cancer (NSCLC) [36]. It has been suggested that the dysregulated expression level
of GAS5-derived snoRNAs is associated with
carcinogenesis. Furthermore, the level of p53
expression is positively correlated with the level
of snoRD44 and snoRD47 in colorectal tumor
Am J Cancer Res 2019;9(8):1504-1516
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Table 1. Summary of dysregulated snoRNAs and related cancer diseases
SnoRNA ID

Pathology

Function

Ref.

snoRA21

↑

Sample from patients Cell lines: HCT116,
SW480

colorectal adenomas and cancers

proliferation, invasion, poor survival

[90]

snoRA23

↑

Sample from patients

pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma (PDAC)

regulates expression of SYNE2 to
promote growth and metastasis

[91]

snoRD42

↑

Sample from patients Cell lines: H226, H292,
H460, A549, H1299, H1944, H358, H1792,
SK-MES-1, H522 and BEAS-2B

Non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC)

proliferation, colony formation

[26]

snoRD42

↑

Sample from patients Cell lines: Caco2,
HCT116, HT29, LoVo, SW480 and SW620

colorectal cancer (CRC)

proliferation, migration, invasion,
anoikis resistance and tumorigenicity

[27]

snoRD76, snoRD78

↑

Sample from patients Cell lines: Caco2,
HCT116, HT29, LoVo, SW480 and SW620

CRC

ACA11

↑

Sample from patients Cell lines: Caco2,
HCT116, HT29, LoVo, SW480 and SW622

CRC

snoRD33, snoRD66

↑

Sample from patients

NSCLC

snoRA55

↑

Sample from patients Cell lines: PCa cell lines

prostate cancer (PCa)

proliferation, migration and
poor prognosis

[92]

snoRD112-114

↑

Sample from patients Cell lines: leukemic blast
cells

acute promyelocytic leukemia (APL)

affects Rb/p16 cell cycle regulation
to promote cell growth

[93]

RNU2

↑

Sample from patients

pancreatic and colorectal adenocarcinoma highly stable in serum and plasma

[37]

snoRD126

↑

Sample from patients Cell lines: Huh-7, SW480

hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) and CRC

facilitates HCC and CRC cell growth via
activating the PI3K-AKT pathway

[28]

HBII-289, U22, U3, U15b, U94, U97

↑

Sample from patients Cell lines: MCF-7, MCF10A, U-2OS, HCT-116, A549, RWPE1, Hela, U87
cells

breast and prostate cancer

modulation of p53

[59]

snoRD115

↓

Sample from patients

Prader-Willi syndrome (PWS)

regulates the alternative splicing of
serotonin receptor 2 C

[94]

snoRD113-1

↓

Sample from patients Cell lines: HepG2 and
Huh7

HCC

inactivates the phosphorylation of
ERK1/2 and SMAD2/3 in MAPK/ERK
and TGF-β pathways

[95]

snoRD76

↓

Sample from patients Cell lines: U87-MG,
LN229, U251, and SNB19c

glioblastoma (GBM)

inhibits proliferation and growth

[29]

snoRD50

↓

Sample from patients
Cell lines: Caco2-2, HCT116, HT29, LoVo,
SW480 and SW620

colon, breast and prostate cancers and
B-cell lymphoma

inhibits K-Ras signaling pathway and
inhibited proliferation and growth

[47]

snoRD123, U70c, ACA59B

↓

Cell lines: HCT116, normal colon mucosa cells

CRC
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Dysregulation Study models

[27]
binds to heterogeneous nuclear
ribonucleoproteins

[27]
[36]

[43]
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samples, indicating that the level of GAS5derived snoRNAs is regulated in a p53-dependent manner [30]. This direct regulation, which
is mediated though p53 simplified the posttranscriptional modification and maturation of
rRNAs, ensuring a more effective translation of
genes that are needed for the stress response
[30]. Acting as a well-known tumor suppressor
gene, p53 deficiency has been found in tumorigenesis of gastric cancer. Further studies are
needed to ascertain whether snoRNA expression conversions are related to gastric cancer.
Recent research has found that several snoRNA expression levels are not synchronized with
their host genes, suggesting that their upregulation is transcribed in a host gene-independent manner or that it results from decreased
consumption [26, 28]. For instance, small nuclear RNAs (snRNAs) U2 are controlled by snoRNAs and they form the “vesicle” structures
which are similar to microRNAs (miRNAs) [37].
Current evidence shows that extracellular transportation of microRNAs depends on the
ceramide-dependent pathway, micro-vesicles
or exosomes [38, 39]. The specific protein
Argonaute2 bind miRNAs to form these complexes, which function as a protector and allow
these RNAs to escape degradation. Experiments
have indicated that fragments resulting from
snRNA U2 (RNU2-1f) show a cross-reaction
with miR-1246 of the microRNA family [37]. For
RNU2-1, corresponding vesicle-like structures
may be the apoptotic bodies that contain
snRNPs. The existence of apoptotic bodies may
be the reason why RNU2-1f can escape from
degradation [37, 40]. Furthermore, other possible vesicle vectors of RNU2-1, such as exosomes, cannot be excluded. These carriers
containing RNU2-1 enter the blood circulation
through a tumor-specific capillary system and
stabilize it at an elevated level in the serum of
the patients with colorectal and pancreatic
adenocarcinoma [41].
In contrast, the downregulation of snoRNAs is
probably a result of reduced transcription
involving the silencing of genes and elevated
consumption. It has been recently reported
that snoRNAs are targeted though epigenetic
inactivation in tumor development [1]. Evidence
supports the assumption that the transcriptional silencing of genes is associated with the
hypermethylation of the CpG island [42]. Ty-
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pically, snoRD123, U70c and ACA59B are progressed by their host genes using 5’-CpG
islands [43]. They are members of the group of
snoRNAs that undergo hypermethylation of
their CpG islands in CRC cell lines, compared
with that of unmethylated normal tissues [43].
The transcriptional inactivation of snoRNAs
induced by CpG island-associated hypermethylation is not unique in CRC, meanwhile, this phenomenon also occurs in lung, breast, prostate
and other cancers [43]. An emerging motif
prompts that the repression of the expression
of snoRNAs mediated by CpG island-associated hypermethylation, could be a promising
approach for a tumor suppressor.
The excessive consumption of snoRNAs can be
another factor that triggers the downregulation
of snoRNAs. It is associated with the proliferation of tumor cells. For instance, snoRNA U50
that functions as a tumor repressor gene by
binding to the K-Ras gene can further inhibit its
activity [44]. It has been found that the homozygous two-base pair (TT) deletion in a stretch of
four thymidines in prostate cancer, which corresponds to the heterozygous deletion in breast
cancer [45, 46]. snoRNA U50 mediates the
post-transcriptional modification of rRNAs, and
thus it is consumed within the period of this
progress [47]. The requirement for more rRNAs
further aggravates its consumption in the process of tumor cell proliferation [48]. The downregulation of U50 has been shown that its host
gene and potential regulators do not transcribe
enough to counteract its consumption. Taken
together, the dysregulation of snoRNAs may
function as critical mediator of cancer progression. Novel insights into the up or down-regulation and stability of snoRNAs in tumor cells,
even in circulation, have begun to shed light on
their feasibility of use in diagnosis and
treatment.
SnoRNAs-associated oncogenesis
Discoveries indicated that the function of snoRNAs are not restricted to “house-keeping”
genes are accumulation. They act as regulatory
factors that affect the signaling pathway involving PI3K-AKT and K-Ras, to regulate the proliferation and apoptosis of cells during tumorigenesis (Figure 2). Recent research has indicated that snoRD126 activates the PI3K-AKT
pathway by activation of fibroblast growth fac-
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Figure 2. SnoRD126 activates the PI3K-AKT signaling pathway through FGFR2 and snoRD50A/B and affects the
MAPK signaling cascades. The expression level of snoRD126 is positively correlated with FGFR2. It contains tyrosine
kinase residues which are auto-phosphorylated through binding its ligand. Being of activated, the phosphorylated
residues on tyrosine kinase binding site provide binding sites for the SH2 domain of p85. Activation of PI3K induces
an alteration of PIP2 to PIP3. PIP3 functions as a second messenger when it is combined with the PH domain
of AKT, leading to activation of AKT. The activation is also required members of AGC protein kinase family-PDK1
(phosphoinositide dependent kinase-1) and PDK2 (phosphoinositide dependent kinase-2) which phosphorylate
residues on Thr308 and Ser473 of AKT protein, respectively. The deletion of snoRD50A/B increases the binding of
GTP and K-Ras, leading to the activation of K-Ras. The activation of K-Ras activates the mitogen-activated protein
kinase (MAPK) signaling cascades. It is consisted of the MAP kinase kinase kinase (MAP3K), the MAP kinase kinase
(MAP2K) and MAPK. They are phosphorylated in cascades order, thereby transmitting upstream signals to downstream responders.

tor receptor (FGFR2), thereby promoting CRC
cell growth [28]. Similar to members of the
growth factor receptor family, FGFR2 contains
tyrosine kinase residues that are auto-phosphorylated through the control of their SH2
domains [49]. The orthophosphoric acids derived from these activated receptor residues
are recruited by the PI3K-AKT signaling pathway, leading to the activation of AKT [50]. The
activated AKT pathway participates in the phosphorylation of several target enzymes, kinases
and transcription factors though its various
downstream aspects that in particular include
the mTOR pathway [51-54]. The TSC1 (tuberous
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sclerosis complex-1)-TSC2 (tuberous sclerosis
complex-2) complex acts as the GAP [55]. It
functions as an inhibitor of the GTP-binding protein Rheb (Ras homolog enriched in brain).
Since Rheb is essential for the activation of
mTOR, the phosphorylation of TSC2 suppresses the formation of the TSC1-TSC2 complex by
accepting signals from p-AKT, and as a result,
both Rheb and mTOR are activated [55]. The
mTOR pathway is associated with the acceleration of cell growth [56]. Additionally, current evidence indicates that mTOR pseudouridylates
the 28S rRNA where growth is favorable, which
is symbolic as the function of snoRNAs, sug-
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gesting that the mTOR pathway may promote
cell proliferation by this method [17].
This effect on cells is initiated by FGFR2 and its
regulatory factor snoRD126. Previous studies
have demonstrated that the overexpression of
snoRD126 is associated with the high protein
level of FGFR2, implying the potential possibility that it promotes the translation of the FGFR2
gene [28]. However, no binding sites between
snoRD126 and FGFR2 gene have been detected, indicating that the upregulation of FGFR2
might be mediated through a snoRD126-associated transcription factor [28]. This phenomenon implies that this type of snoRNA may conduct its regulation of downstream proteins by
associating with other transcriptors. Furthermore, snoRD126 activation of P3K-AKT or other signaling pathways does not appear to be
unique among the snoRNA family. A small part
of this large family contains several similar subtypes that consist of two to dozens of analogues, leading to parallel functions [57, 58].
These functions might be a result of their specific sequences, spatial structures, host genes
or transcription manners, hypothesizing that
other snoRNAs may function as the activation
of PI3K-AKT signaling pathways in a diverse
range of cells or tissues.
Downregulation of snoRNAs occurs among
tumor cells by generating either the proliferation of K-Ras or apoptosis in a p53-dependent
manner [44, 59]. Intriguingly, these functions
are at least partially motivated by the dysregulation of E2F-1. Being a member of the E2F
transcription factor family, E2F-1 can stimulate
resting cells to enter the S phase of the cell
cycle, leading to the promotion of proliferation
[60, 61]. It also acts as a regulatory factor that
accelerates the apoptotic process. E2F-1 retains both oncogenic and tumor suppressive
functions. Previous investigations have demonstrated its crucial impact in regulating the
expression of genes that participate in the synthesis of DNA and cell cycle progression [62,
63]. As a transcription factor, the activation of
E2F-1 is inhibited by binding to pocket proteins
involving Rbs [64]. The activation of Rb is regulated by the combination of CDKs (cyclindependent kinases) and cyclin proteins. Additionally, this binding pattern is mainly represented by CDK4 and CDK6 combining with
cyclin D, while the other model is the integra-
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tion of CDK2 with cyclin E [66, 67]. Dissociation
of phosphorylated Rb from the Rb-E2F1 complex leads to activated E2F-1, thereby activating or repressing the expression of downstream
genes [64]. Myc belongs to one of these genes
whose relationship with E2F-1 remains complicated. Although previous studies have indicated that Myc acts as either an upstream or parallel regulator of E2F-1, it is simultaneously
regulated by E2F-1. Its DNA-binding sites have
been detected at the promoter of the c-Myc
gene, and these sites are able to react with
E2F-1 and E2F-dependent regulators [65-67].
It has been illustrated that the overexpression
of E2F-1 is associated with the downregulation
of Myc [68], whereas the inactivation of E2F-1
takes effect in cooperating with the overexpression of Myc, suggesting that it could be a downstream target of E2F-1, whereas Myc receives
negative regulation from E2F-1, and thus they
form the feedback loop in tumorigenesis [64].
Myc are oncogenes that encode transcription
factors. It has been proved in previous studies
that their dysregulation contributes to the
development of cancer. Regarding E2F-1, dysregulation of Myc could function to affect both
the proliferation and the apoptotic process in
tumor cells [69]. Combining enhancer box
sequences of DNAs when they have heterogeneous dimerization with MAX polypeptides,
Myc proteins are regarded as transcription factors that activate the expression of genes and
the translation of proteins [64, 70]. Recent
investigations have found that the overexpression of Myc induces a higher expression of FBL,
which is a crucial snoRNP protein, whereas
knockdown of Myc leads to the downregulation
of FBL [59]. Considering that snoRNP proteins
are regarded as essential elements during the
accumulation of snoRNAs, the expression of
snoRNAs participate in a branch of products of
Myc. Moreover, the activation of RNA polymerase-III is needed for both the conversion of
the downstream target of Myc and the transcription of pre-mRNAs of snoRNAs [71, 72].
Thus, further evidence provides information of
the feasible conditions for the formation of
Myc-induced snoRNAs.
Downregulation of snoRNAs that was induced
by Myc facilitates the p53-dependent apoptosis of tumor cells [59]. The expression of snoRNAs is repressed by the silencing of core pro-
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teins of the C/D box snoRNP (FBL) that leads to
a significant increase in the accumulation of
p53. These effects are partly associated with
ribosomal proteins. Over-synthesis of ribosomes is widely observed in cancer [48, 73],
which is required for the formation of more ribosomal RNAs and proteins. Decreased levels of
snoRNAs result in the absence of modification
of rRNAs, leading to the excess of ribosomal
proteins. Ribosome-free forms of some ribosomal proteins, including RPL5 and RPL11,
enter the nucleoplasm, thereby suppressing
the E3 ligase activity of MDM2 [74, 75]. In addition, MDM2 is regarded as the E3 ligase that
binds to the N-terminal trans-activation domain
(TAD) of p53 [76]. The accelerated cell growth
is affected by the degradation of the p53 protein, which results from p53-MDM2 interaction
[76]. This interaction is inhibited by ribosomal
proteins, suggesting that the accumulation of
p53 is associated with the downregulation of
snoRNAs in this manner [76]. On the other
hand, downregulation of snoRNAs reinforces
the p53 translation through a cap-independent
pathway. This pathway is mediated when the
activation of the p53 internal ribosome entering site (IRES) combines with the IRES-binding
protein PTB, leading to an increased translation
of p53 [59, 77]. The arrest of cell growth, even
apoptosis, induced by the downregulation of
snoRNAs is displayed in tumor cells. These
snoRNA deficiencies lead to p53 responses not
only in colorectal cancer, but also in lung cancer, breast cancer, and osteosarcoma [59].
Conversely, the overexpression of snoRNAs through elevated levels of Myc promotes cell proliferation, which is regarded as a crucial regulator of cancer progression.

functioning in the nucleus. Furthermore, this
binding inhibition as a result of hydrolysis of
phosphorylate from GTP activates K-Ras at
intramembrane locations [44]. Considering
that GTP is essential for the activation of K-Ras,
the deletion of snoRD50A/B increases the
binding between GTP and K-Ras, leading to the
activation of K-Ras [79]. Additionally, the oncogenic mutation of the K-Ras gene generates
the mutated K-Ras protein that is found in several cancers [80, 81]. The wild-type of the K-Ras
protein is activated by binding to GTP when it
receives the signals from the ATP-dependent
phosphorylated epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR). However, the mutant-type of K-Ras
proteins can be persistently activated without
the phosphorylated EGFR [82, 83]. The deletion of snoRD50A/B could thus activate both
the wild-type and the mutant-type of K-Ras and
be synergized with the mutant in tumorigenesis. Moreover, farnesyl transferase (FTase) is
indispensable to the post-translational modification of both the wild and the mutant-type of
K-Ras. Deletion of snoRD50A/B increases the
binding between K-Ras and FTase, thereby activating K-Ras [44].

In addition to inducing apoptosis in a p53dependent manner, the downregulation of
snoRNAs may also activate the K-Ras/B-RafMEK-ERK pathway to facilitate the proliferation
of tumor cells [44, 78]. For instance, the deletion of snoRD50A and snoRD50B (snoRD50A/
B) activates this pathway due to a decrease in
binding with the K-Ras protein directly. These
binding mainly form through the action of some
potential residues--Lys5, Lys42, Arg149 and
Arg161, on K-Ras proteins bound to the box C
sequence of snoRD50A/B [44]. It has been recognized that binding occurs in the cytoplasm,
suggesting that snoRNAs may be transferred
out of the nucleus, rather than being limited to

Molecular biological targeting of snoRNA in
cancer
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The activation of K-Ras activates the mitogenactivated protein kinase (MAPK) signaling cascades “B-Raf-MEK-ERK”. Activated ERK then
regulates the activity of several transcription
factors either directly or indirectly [84, 85].
These transcription factors alter the expression
level of genes that are significant during the cell
growth [86]. In summary, the dysregulation of
snoRNAs can affect the proliferation or apoptosis of tumor cells through signaling pathways
and in a p53-dependent manner. This effect is
conditionally associated with E2F-1.

Introns in eukaryotes are frequently removed
and degraded during gene transcription. The
previous assumption was that these gene
sequences in non-coding regions were afunctional. However, emerging evidence had indicated that few RNAs are in fact derived from
introns identified as snoRNAs, which contribute
to homeostasis. They function by guiding the
post-transcriptional modification of rRNAs, transfer RNAs and small nuclear RNAs. Furthermore, the dysregulated expression of snoRNAs have been explored in several cancers.
Am J Cancer Res 2019;9(8):1504-1516
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The stability, sensitivity and specificity of snoRNAs should be considered when they are
regarded as potential diagnostic markers.
Dysregulation of snoRNAs have been identified
in cancer, whereas, occasionally, their presence is not restricted to cancerous tissue. They
can access circulation through certain carriers
and have a consistent and steady expression.
Considering that tumor tissue accounts for only
a small fraction of weight, snoRNAs secreted by
tumors are insufficient to induce such dynamic
variations in their expression levels in circulation [72]. It has been demonstrated that cancer
may generate systemic effects on adjacent tissues and even distant organs through cytokines or growth factors derived from cancer,
stress or carcinogens [72]. Furthermore, abnormal levels of snoRNA expression have only one
manifestation for a cell-type and tissue-specific
modes. It has not been shown that levels are
elevated or decreased simultaneously, suggesting the specificity of snoRNAs. Some snoRNAs can be repeatedly detected in cancer and
manifest higher sensitivity than normal indicators. Disordering of several snoRNAs may be
seen during the early stages of cancer, and
even during the asymptomatic period, suggesting that they can contribute to the early detection of cancer. Moreover, dysregulation of some
snoRNAs may act as predictors that are associated with the prognosis and recurrence of
cancer.
We summarized that several receptors are
related to the regulation of proliferation and
apoptosis of tumor cells through snoRNAs, particularly involving FGFR2. FGFR2 had been
widely investigated in relation with advanced
gastric cancer [87, 88]. Inhibition of related
snoRNAs may be a feasible manner to decrease
the expression of FGFR2 through the interrelation between snoRNAs and FGFR2. Moreover,
the upregulation of snoRNAs can be silenced by
siRNAs, and this lays the foundation for the
development of novel methods of treating
malignant tumors [26]. Considering the bidirectional regulation of E2F-1, its dysregulation is a
result of complicated and interconnected regulatory network. In some circumstances, it participates in the signal transduction which
includes snoRNAs-related pathways. The difficulties in early-stage diagnosis and the poor
prognosis are shown in gastric cancer, suggesting that targeted snoRNAs might be a promis-
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ing approach for the diagnosis and treatment
of gastric cancer. Furthermore, negative feedback loops are involved in complex regulatory
systems related to snoRNAs in vivo. It has been
illustrated that the inactivation of E2F-1 results
in the upregulation of Myc, and in turn, the overexpression of Myc activates E2F-1 through miRNAs [89]. These negative feedback loops can
neutralize some homeostasis imbalances within a certain range. However, they may be deactivated or inhibited in cancer, being insufficient
to counteract the function of over-excited carcinogenic pathways.
Conclusions and perspectives
In this review we have briefly discussed the
controversy that is found in recent literature
regarding the presence or absence of snoRNAs
in cancer, and the assumption that snoRNAs
function as critical mediators of cancer progression, which can act as an emerging field of
diagnosis and treatment for cancer. Novel
insights into the global roles of specific snoRNAs at phenotypic, physiological, and molecular levels may be promising approaches to solving human diseases, particularly cancers [6].
In-depth research combined with gene
sequencing analyses and proteomics testing
will contribute to the investigation of the nonclassical effects of snoRNAs and may even be
extended to ncRNAs, raising the capacity of
humanity to fight against cancer up to an
unprecedented level.
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